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Presentation Notes
Temp changes: Snowpack – loss of 10% = 1.5 maf of lost storageSLR = ~7”Coastal fog – 33% decreaseChange in runoff timing…



Shifts in Runoff Timing 
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Significant implications for water management in CA with need to balance flood/water supply operations at major reservoirs. Also has significant implications on the landscape as it results in a longer dry season increasing the climatic water deficit in the soil



Visualization of the  
Central Valley (1850s) 

Credit: Mark Clark 
Source: Frank Jacobs 
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In addition to these changes in climate we’ve seen changes in land-use that have had significant impacts on habitat in the CV“[The Central Valley] used to have a big lake and lots of marshes from water runoff from the mountains. Dams and irrigation stopped all that many years ago.” Tulare Lake once was the largest freshwater body west of the Great Lakes, and its fish-rich waters supported local Indian tribes for centuries. Tulare Lake’s size varied widely, dependent on both rain and mountain snows for nourishment. At around the time this picture would have been taken, it would have measured about 580 sq. mi (1,500 km2). Thirty years later, it would have swelled to almost 700 sq. mi (1,800 km2). “A 50 foot schooner sailed the lake for many years and there were five piers for loading and unloading located around the lake. The current community of Alpaugh is located on what once was  one of the islands you see depicted.”Tulare Lake was depleted by the diversion of its tributaries for the purpose of irrigation. By the early 20th century, the lake was largely dry. 



Habitat Changes in the Sac-SJ Delta 

Source: SFEI (2014) - A Delta Transformed 
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Highlight channelization; modern delta dominated by ag and managed wetlandIncrease in open water and grassland habitat w/in the Delta



 
 

 
 

Projected Changes in Climate 
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Transition slide to discuss potential changes in climateNote that different models and emissions scenarios used throughout presentation



Projected Changes: Temperatures 
Increase in mean temperature of 5-6oF 

Summer warming more significant that winter 
warming 

Increase in frequency, intensity, and length of heat 
waves 

Sacramento 

Source: Cal-Adapt 



Projected Changes: Precipitation 

Projections nearly 
evenly split between 
more precipitation and 
less 

Trend toward more 
extreme years 

SoCal tending drier, 
NorCal maybe slightly 
wetter 



Projected Changes: Snowpack 

30-40% Reduction in 
Snow Water Equivalent 
across the Sierras by mid-
century 

48-65% Less snowpack by 
end of century 

Changed runoff patterns 
lead to less summer 
runoff 

15-20% Lower soil 
moisture 

Source: California Water Plan Update 2013 
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Even if total precipitation remains the same conditions on the landscape will be drier due to loss of snowpackGreater impact for northern portion of the CV due to lower elevation watersheds



Projected Changes:  
Hydrology 

Range of natural climate variability 
likely to continue 

Anticipate droughts similar to those 
in past 1000+ years but with added 
effects of climate change 

Source: University of Arizona  
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Instrumental period has been extremely variable in the long-term hydroclimatic contextThe 1920-30s contained severe drought even in the millennial context but instrumental period does not contain the single driest year or multi-decadal periodsFloods, especially those associated with ARs expected to get largerFundamental shift in basin hydrology with Sacramento River Basin moving away from rain/snow mixed system to rain-dominant system and SJR Basin shifting from snow-dominant to rain/snow mixed system. Basic take-away – system will get even more variable with more frequent, longer drought sequences punctuated by larger winter runoff events



Projected Impacts: Water Demand 

Source: California Water Plan Update 2013 
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Increase in urban water demand Decrease in irrigated crop acreage as population increases resulting in decrease in agriculture water demand



Projected Impacts: Water Reliability 

Higher supply 
reliability in 
northern portion of 
the CV 

Significantly lower 
ag supply 
reliability in Tulare 
Hydrologic Region 

Declines in 
groundwater 
storage highest in 
Tulare Hydrologic 
Region 

Source: California Water Plan 
Update 2013 
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Results for 198 simulationsReliability thresholds – urban = 95%; Ag = 90% Sac, 85% SJ, 80% Tulare



Projected Impacts: Environmental Water 

Source: California Water Plan Update 2013 



Projected Changes: Species and their Habitats 

natomasbasin.org 
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Projected Changes: Wetland Habitat 

Overall reduction 
in water 
availability 

Marked decreases 
in waterbird 
habitat 
availability by 
mid-century 

Shifts in wetland 
species due to 
changing salinity 
regime (Delta) 

Me 
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90% of historical wetlands lost and what’s left is highly fragmented. Nearly 90% of remaining is highly managed on a seasonal basis and ~2/3 is privately ownedHighly dependent on snowpack and winter precipitation for water supplies – amount of water stored in reservoirs is crucial to determining the amount of waterbird habitat in CV. Impacts from reductions in post-harvest flooded crop fields; changes in ag practices (idling for water transfers); urbanization of ag land; Temperature impacts on nesting success



Projected Changes: Riparian Habitat 

Altered floodplain 
inundation 
frequency and 
duration due to 
changing hydrology 

Increase in thermal 
stress for native fish 
species  

Change in riparian 
bird distribution, 
especially for 
southern Central 
Valley 

DWR 
USFWS 

USFWS 
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Cold-water pool could be maintained throughout summer assuming median projections of mid-century warming of 2C but very challenging under 4C scenario – greater mgmt issue during drought periodsIncreases in number of days above temp causing high mortality (esp on Sac) and shift in thermal conditions shifting spawning earlier in the yearRiparian birds less sensitive than wetland birds but more sensitive than oak woodland/grassland birds (Gardali, 2012)82% of native species in Delta are highly vulnerable to impacts of climate change (Moyle, 2012)



Projected Changes: Upland Habitat 

Increase in climatic 
water deficit 

Increase in wildfire 
risk in terms of  
frequency,  total 
acreage burnt, 
and/or return 
interval  

Range shifts or 
contraction due to 
warmer conditions 

Snipview.com USGS USFWS 
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Significant increase in climatic water deficit (up to 44%) for oak woodlands due to increase in PET; less increase in CWD (up to 18%) for chaparrelWoodlands – low to mod sensitivity to changes in temp/precip; endemic oaks susceptible to substantial range contraction; highly sensitive to disturbance (fire/pests/human)Chaparral – low sensitivity to temp/ mod to precip; high sensitivity to altered fire regimeSerpentine communities low/mod sensitivity to climate change



Projected Changes: Desert/Grassland Habitat 

Decrease in 
grassland habitat  
due to changing 
hydrology/ land use 

Accelerated 
conversion of 
grasslands to desert 
associated with 
drought 

Changes in water 
availability 
predominant factor 
for wildlife 
populations 

USFWS 
DWR 

UC Merced 
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20% decrease by 2070 in grassland area for SJ Valley due to precip changes; decrease driven by land use in Sac ValleyWith slight drying wild oat grassland shift to brome-dominated grasslands
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